
Fourth Live EC Meeting22-24th November 2021, Budapest, Hungary
Present: Masha, Nikoleta, Elena, Ivana, Nijat, Katya, Salih, Giorgi, SelmaExcused: LiudmilaModeration: Katya, Nijat, SelmaMinutes: Ivana, Elena

1. Personal updates and expectations
Executive Committee and Office Members share personal updates and expectations from the
meeting.

2. Regional Cooperation and MOs/POs/OOs
2.1. Political news

EC members exchange and comment on recent political news from the regions they come from.
Some of the news include rising tensions between Russia and Ukraine and tensions between
Ukraine and Georgia around ex-president Saakashvili returning to Georgia. Then, refugee and
human rights crisis on Polish-Belarus border, further mobilization around environmental causes
in Balkans, the economy in Turkey going down.

2.2. MO/PO/OO news
EC members update each other with news coming from MOs.
Some EC members managed to catch up with representatives of the MOs during the Study
Session that took place in Budapest, right before the live EC meeting.
Giorgi has visited Frontline Youth Network in Armenia and Nijat has visited Young Greens of
Georgia for their Local Actions organised as part of CDN Annual Work Plan.
As all the activities that were supported by a call for MO direct support are being finalized, EC
decides to make a sum up the article for the website Katya and Giorgi will be working on it in
December.
EC will schedule the next online regional catch-up calls with MOs for December.
EC is reminded by Nikoleta, Network Coordinator, to regularly update MO/PO diary and to keep
track of MO/POs news on social media and share them through CDN channels of
communication.

2.3. MO/PO Annual Survey
As every year, the Annual MO/PO Survey will be sent in December. Network Coordinator will
coordinate the process.



3. Activities 2020
3.1. Online Course on CDN website

EC discusses the possibility of keeping previously produced online courses from
CDN Annual Work Plans on the CDN website. The courses are at the moment on
the GEF e-learning platform in a shortened version. The possibility of including
courses on the CDN website and possible costs are to further be explored.
4. Activities 2021

4.1. Cities for all - How?
Masha, the Project Coordinator, updates EC on the ongoing reporting process with
the Prep Team.

4.2. BRAT CrM
Prep Team for the Cross-regional Meeting for the activists coming from restrictive political
environments is about to meet and discuss the finalization of the toolkit that participants of the
event have worked on.

4.3. GUMPLA CrM
Network Coordinator updates EC that the catch-up call for participants of the
Cross-regional meeting for youth wings of Green political parties should take place
soon after the EC meeting. The poll for scheduling the meeting has been sent.

4.4. Study Session Budapest
EC and Office evaluate the Study Session “Work that works for all” that took place in European
Youth Center in Budapest, right before this EC meeting. As most of the EC and Office members
were present as Prep Team/participants, they share their thoughts on the programme,
participants, prep team work, cooperation with FYEG and EYC, as well as on Covid-19 and
visa-related issues.
Overall evaluation of the event is positive. Feedback letters are to be written to partners of the
project.

4.5. MO Direct Support
Nikoleta updates EC on the ongoing activities supported through the call for MO direct support.
All the activities are soon to be finalized. Coordination with MOs related to the financial
management of the activities took more capacities from Office than planned.

4.6. Local Actions
Masha and Elena update EC on the Local Actions that took place as the third
phase of the Annual Work Plan. Few actions are yet to take place in the upcoming
days.

4.7. Publication - Cities for all
Masha updates EC on the publication development. Not much is written, but ideas
are developed and the process is to be finalized in mid-December.



4.8 Electionvision
As Legalisationvisions organised by Ancestral medicine discussion group will take
place in December, the decision is to have Electionvisions in January. Katya and
Giorgi are EC responsible for this activity.

5. Activities 2022
5.1. General Assembly

5.1.1. GA Timeline and division of responsibilities
Network Coordinator and EC go through a detailed timeline of GA preparations and divide
responsibilities. Decision is that GA 2022 will take place in mid-March and final dates will be
decided on the next EC meeting, upon consulting with partners for the political conference
attached to the GA.
Call for host organisation will be opened during the first week of December.
EC agrees to make drafts of all reports and plans latest one month prior to the GA. EC
members that are contact persons for WGs are to communicate deadline with WGs.

5.1.2. Amendments and Website
EC and Office reflect on last year’s experience of using the Antragsgrun website for building the
GA amendments website and decide on using it this year as well. Giorgi and Nikoleta will work
on this. EC discusses the process of preparing EC’s amendments to CDN documents.

5.2. Work Plan, 1st event (PTM to happen in February 2022)
Call for the Prep Team for the 1st International Activity in 2022 is to be opened in December.
From the EC, Nijat will be part of the PT.

5.3. Making an NFE online base (session outlines, courses etc.)
EC and Office develop a previously discussed idea of making a CDN online database of Non-
Formal Education. The database would include session outlines used during events, facilitation
tricks and tips and materials produced during CDN activities. Decision is to look for the potential
funding for the development of this kind of database and potentially employ someone to work on
it for several months in 2022.

5.4. Activity plan 2022 and our capacities
Assessing the current capacities and reflecting on experiences from 2021, EC and Office
reassess the provisional activity plan for 2022 that was developed during the 3rd live EC
meeting in Istanbul. Decision is to lower the amount of regional/cross-regional activities from 3
to 2, thus postponing the second Cross-regional meeting for youth wings of Green political
parties for Spring 2023.



5.5. Locations of activities
EC discusses provisional locations for activities in 2022
Decision is to open a call for hosting international activities that are part of the Annual Work
Plan. Provisional location for a Cross-regional meeting on peacebuilding is Georgia, due to its
geographical position and openness to participants from all the countries that are attending this
event. Provisional location for Balkan Regional Meeting is Croatia or BiH, since we have active
MOs there and we did not have any events hosted by them lately.

5.6. Working Group meeting
EC discusses the aims of the WG meeting that will be attached to the GA and decides to
organise a 2-day meeting.

5.7. MO direct support (to be or not to be)
EC evaluates the impact of the MO direct support sub granting. Six activities of MOs were
supported through the open call and EC acknowledges the contribution to MOs work. However,
taking into consideration Office capacities that are invested in the process, financial means
available for the next year as well as the plan to have local actions subgrants, EC decides not to
have a Call for MO direct support next year. Some budget will still be envisioned for EC
members to visit MOs when possible.
6. GEF Call for Proposals
Project and Network Coordinator update EC about the sent applications. CDN sent
1 individual and contributed to 3 multi-partner applications for GEF funded projects
in 2022. Results will be known in mid-December.
7. Activities 2023

7.1. Workplan 2023
EC and the Project Coordinator discuss the potential topic of the Annual Work Plan
2023.After elaborate discussion, the decision is to apply with AWP on topic of
climate change for the 1st of April deadline.

7.2. ERASMUS+
7.2.1. Digital [x]The project application on digital rights and the impact of the rapidly developing andchanging digital environment on young people’s lives that CDN developed with Polish YoungGreens and Digital X Working Group has not been taken into consideration due to technicalomission. EC decides to reapply with the same partners for the next deadline in February 2022.Project Coordinator will support EC in the process.
7.2.2. GUMPLA 2023

Project Coordinator presents the idea of writing an E+ application for the Cross-regional
meeting for youth wings of Green political parties in 2023. EC agrees with the proposal. Giorgi
and Katya, with Masha’s support, will be working on the project development. If capacities do
not allow us to apply for the first deadline, it will be done in the second.



8. Additional fundraising for existing projects (EED, NED, OAK, Ford, Open Society
foundation, etc.)

EC talks about introducing CDN to new potential funders. Knowledge of different funders is
exchanged, as well as individual contacts. Masha and Giorgi will work on this further, while
Social Media Team will make sure that intro pages on the website are polished prior to
approaching potential new funders.
9. Secretariat

9.1. Prolongation of Nikoleta’s contract and process of employing new NC
Following the announcement that Nikoleta plans to leave the Network Coordinator
position after the GA, EC decides to prolong her contract until April 2022.
Nikoleta and Selma will be responsible for leading the recruitment process for the
new Network Coordinator.

9.2. Office retreat, increasing of staff fees and days off, tracking working hours
Secretariat opens the discussion on increasing staff fees and days off as well as
making adjustments in tracking working hours during the events. Office will have a
retreat in December and come to the EC with more concrete proposals. EC in
general agrees on all proposals. Final decision on increasing fees will be made
upon drafting the financial plan for next year.
10. Working Groups
EC briefly shares updates from the WGs.
11. External Partners
Network Coordinator updates EC on communication with different partners, reporting deadlinesetc.
12. Social Media, Communication and Visibility
EC and Office talk about ways to enhance coordination around posting on social media.
Furthermore, EC brings a decision on taking personal information of former EC candidates from
the website and unfollowing personal accounts on Instagram (apart from EC and Office
members).
13. AoB

13.1. Safe space policy
EC discusses the procedure of adopting the toolkit that is developed as an
appendix to the Safe Space Policy. Nijat, as a Safe Space person will be
responsible for following up on the procedure.



13.2. Collecting photos from events
EC discusses better methods for keeping photos from events organised by CDN.

14. Evaluation of the meeting
EC and Office evaluate the meeting.


